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LIKELY ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
PROPOSED ROHILL BUSINESS ESTATE 

Dr Jeff McCarthy 

Revised: 30 May 2014 

1. Background and Objectives 

This report is part of an Environmental Impact Assessment, and it seeks to analyse and explain the 

likely economic impacts of the development of the Rohill Business Estate (RBE) and, where relevant, 

recommend mitigation measures.  

The proposed RBE is just north of the northern stretches of Chris Hani Road within the Ethekwini 

Municipality, near to where Chris Hani intersects with the N2. The site is mostly adjacent to light 

industrial areas, and was (or currently is) used partly for quarrying and partly for cane farming.  

Some residential areas border on the site.   

As will be explained more fully in this report, in several respects the proposed development of RBE 

amounts to a de facto extension of the larger, existing River Horse Valley Business Estate (RHVBE) to 

its south (see aerial photograph/map in Figure 1 below). As such, it is proposed that RBE will 

comprise mainly warehouses and light industry (although RHVBE also contains a significant, 

specialised retail/wholesale use component).  

In sections of the report to follow we: 

 Discuss the site within the context of Ethekwini Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan 

(IDP), Spatial Development Framework (SDF) and Spatial Development Plan (SDP) and some 

related national, provincial and municipal policy contexts; 

 Identify and assess the positive and negative local and regional socio-economic impacts of 

the proposed development, including economic impacts on local, city and regional economic 

environment in terms of employment, income and municipal rates base associated with 

different industries; 

 Assess possible economic displacement effects associated with changes in land use, notably 

impacts on agricultural (sugarcane) and residual/potential quarrying business, employment 

and incomes; 
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Figure 1: Proposed Rohill Business Estate Site 

 

 

 Estimate the likely magnitude of possible decreases in property values of surrounding homes 

(as raised by residents in the Scoping stage); 

 Discuss known measures for possible mitigation of any negative economic impacts, and 

provide recommendations and mitigation measures regarding the findings of the 

assessment; and 

 Provide an overview of likely aggregate economic gains and losses, and assess the 

significance of the above-listed impacts pre- and post-mitigation. 

 

2. Researcher Expertise and Methodology 

The researcher’s expertise and experience is summarised in Appendix C. He is trained inter 

alia in micro-economics, and urban economics and real estate analysis1, and has conducted 

scores of socio-economic impact studies of numerous large developments in South Africa in 

the past (see appendix C). 

                                                           
1
 At the Ohio State University, post-graduate cfourse credits for course-work components of his Ph.D. on 

conflicts over urban development. 
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The methodology for this study was necessarily complex and was negotiated and agreed to 

with the project managers (GCS) in advance, and it comprised of the following key elements: 

 2.1 Study of the site and adjacent areas via car and via satellite imagery. 

2.2 Investigating the key economically-linked dimensions of the intending 

developers. 

2.3 Reviewing the main policy documents of national, provincial and municipal 

government relating to industrial developments and the use of such a site for light 

industry and warehousing. 

2.4 Reviewing the documentary evidence on the economic impacts of the 

construction phases of projects similar to this. 

2.5 Reviewing the documentary evidence on the economic impacts of similar 

developments to this nearby, during their operational phases. 

2.6 Apply the evidence from 2.4 and 2.5 to the dimensions of the proposed 

development and deriving the likely economic benefits. 

2.7 Study the evidence on the scale and nature of economic displacement effects on 

quarrying and sugar farming (the two current uses), insofar as such evidence is 

available in the literature either from South Africa or abroad; and infer from this 

evidence the likely scale of any projected economic displacements on the site under 

consideration. 

2.8 Assess international research evidence on the factual scale and nature 

externality effects of such a development, especially residential property values, 

given the absence of rigorous research on this subject in South Africa; and given also 

that the subjective opinions of stakeholders in this area could be contradictory2.   

2.9 Review evidence and experience from South Africa and abroad on likely 

mitigation measures that can reduce negative externalities. 

2.10 Integrate and synthesise all of the above into an assessment of likely net 

economic benefits minus costs, and make suggestions on mitigation measures so as 

to maximise net economic benefits. 

 

                                                           
2
 By rigorous research we mean statistically robust conclusions on the behaviours of objective indicators of 

price (e.g. records of sale transactions), derived from acceptable sample sizes, and using multi-variate statistical 

methods which allow for isolating the independent effects of proximity to industries, whilst holding other 

factors constant. Whilst in some contexts there may be a need to revert to subjective opinions e.g. of estate 

agents,  a scientific difficulty with this approach is that the interests of the agents can mean that their opinions 

are compromised, and they are also difficult to quantify. 
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3. The Site in Planning and Policy Context 

3.1 National and Provincial Planning Contexts 

The some 32 hectare Rohill Business Estate site will be situated shortly in relation to 

Ethekwini Municipality’s approved development plans. Before doing this, however, we need 

to remark briefly upon the objectives of development planning more generally in South 

Africa, since planning is an activity which is meant to be hierarchically co-ordinated and 

correlated. 

In terms of broader planning contexts, the National Development Plan (NDP) released by the 

National Planning Commission in late 2011 provides the widest possible context for this report.  That 

plan places strong emphasis upon reducing unemployment in the country, and enhanced economic 

output.  It aims to:  ‘eliminate poverty and sharply reduce inequality by 2030’ (p2).   

In reaching this goal, the need to realize levels of economic growth above 5% p.a. is recognized in 

the NDP. However, economic growth is not seen as an end in itself.  Chapter 3 of the NDP (on ‘The 

Economy and Employment’) places the need for jobs at the centre of economic priorities. It aims to 

get the national ‘strict unemployment’ rate down from 25% to 14% in 2020 and 6% by 2030 (p91). 

Manufacturing and the warehousing and logistics components of the South African economy are 

envisaged there as contributing about a quarter of such jobs and growth. 

 In provincial context the recent (2013) Provincial Growth and Development Plan (PGDP) is another 

broad policy context document which can be useful for understanding the proposed development.  

As with the NDP, it emphasises the reduction of unemployment as a key planning priority; and 

manufacturing is acknowledged as the largest single sectorial contributor to the province’s economy.  

The KZN Provincial Spatial Economic Development Strategy (PSEDS) of 2008 identified various 

sectors of the provincial economy that would drive the growth of the province and address 

unemployment and poverty; and an important principle for growth is exploiting sub-regional 

diversity in terms of comparative advantages.   

These comparative advantages apply to nodes and activity corridors which are identified in the 

PSEDS. Activity corridors tend to emerge between major nodes. For the PSEDS, these development 

corridors are to serve the following functions: 

 To facilitate the increased growth of existing centres and corridors of 

economic development in the Province; and 
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 To ensure that the potential for economic development within areas of 

high poverty is realized. 

The nodes identified in the KZN PSEDS are such that two leading provincial ‘priority corridors’ were 

identified as the areas for focused public and private investment. These were the N3 corridor from 

Howick to Durban and the N2 corridor from Durban to Richards Bay. The proposed Rohill Business 

Estate stands at the cusp, or intersection, of these two provincial priority investment corridors.   

3.2 Ethekwini Development Planning Context  

The Rohill Business Estate site is also situated at the juncture of identified densification corridors and 

industrial areas in terms of the latest Ethekwini Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and Spatial 

Development Framework (SDF). 

The EThekwini Municipality’s IDP 2014/53 correlates with key aspects of the NDP and PGDP/PSEDS. 

Under ‘Key Development Challenges’ on p74 of the 2014/5, the IDP states as the first two 

challenges:  

‘High rates of unemployment and low economic growth….[and]…High levels of poverty’4 

Manufacturing and warehousing and logistics are acknowledged as major contributors to economic 

growth and reduction of unemployment in Ethekwini. In terms of the spatial expression of such 

growth, the identified densification corridors are shown in brown and industrial areas in purple/lilac 

in the Revised Spatial Development Framework 2014/5 map in figure 2 below. 

Notice that the planned Rohill Business Estate (yellow oval) is at the confluence of several 

densification corridors and existing mixed use and industrial areas, or projected industrial areas, and 

that it is within the designated ‘urban core’. It also is nowhere near designated agricultural areas.  

The Rohill Business Estate site is also relatively uniquely positioned with regard to national road 

access. In this regard it is similar to the nearby Brairdene and Riverhorse (RHVBE) areas with 

proximity to N2 interchanges, and both of these areas have proven very successful in the market. 

This reflects very strong demand in Ethekwini in recent years for especially well-located industrial 

and warehousing land.  

                                                           
3
  

 eThekwini Municipality Draft Integrated Development Plan 5 Year Plan: 2012/13 to 2016/17 Annual 

Review 2014/2015 
4
 Ibid p74 
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Ethekwini Municipality have been direct beneficiaries of the success of the Riverhorse Valley 

Business Estate, and they will be familiar with its economic attributes. Indeed, that case is most 

relevant to the present study, and thus the Executive Summary of an Ethekwini Municipality 

commissioned report on its socio-economic impacts is appended here (Appendix A). 
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Figure 2 
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Like Riverhorse, the Rohill Business Estate proposes a mix of light manufacturing and warehousing.  

Understanding more of the dynamics of these uses should be helpful to this analysis. Warehousing 

and light manufacturing deserve some clarification as concepts here, since their particular characters 

are different to heavy industry which is sometimes seen as having high negative externalities for 

residential areas (see section 5 below). 

 

3.3 Manufacturing and Warehousing in Durban/Ethekwini 

We will make observations on the specific features of light manufacturing and warehousing in 

Ethekwini shortly. However some conceptual and historical background is useful to start with. 

3.3.1 Factories: Inside of a factory, what happens – in economic terms – is that value is 

added to inputs via labour and technology to result in new goods referred to as 

“manufactures”. Historically, industrial location analysis considered factories mainly in 

relation to the primary/secondary interface (i.e. raw materials to first derivatives like steel); 

and the derived emphasis fell on so-called heavy industry, and the assumed “least cost” 

locational principles associated with it. Access to (especially rail) transport routes and to the 

main points of demand for heavy manufactured goods were important here, and being 

serviced by rail is often today still essential to these factories, given the considerable mass of 

both inputs and outputs into/from the factory. Most industrial land demand nowadays 

however is focused upon the manufacture of lighter goods largely for the local 

(metropolitan), national and international markets. The inputs to such firms are relatively 

light and transportable by truck and even airfreight; and the consumers of the products of 

such manufacture are often smaller firms and even individual households. Historically, 

smaller service-industrial factories have tended to set up mainly on the fringes of the CBDs 

and route arterials throughout South African cities, where they most often operated in 

multi-leveled walk-up  premises, with a ground level sales office often open to the public (in 

Durban the primary examples existed in Umgeni Road, Gale Street/Umbilo Road, the fringes 

of Pinetown CBD ).  Nowadays however, bespoke single floor ‘high roof clearance’ buildings 

permitting the operation of forklifts, racking and mini-cranes are more common for light 

manufacturing, and road access outside of the congested CBD and near freeway 

intersections is preferred. Often such premises are, by their own internal requirements, 

sealed and air-conditioned with very slight noise or air quality impacts, in contrast to heavy 

industry. 
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3.3.2 Warehouses: The economic definition of a warehouse as distinct from a factory has 

historically been concerned with whether storage is the main function, or whether adding 

value through manufacture is the main function.  Somewhere in between lies the packaging 

and re-packaging business.  Historically, favoured locations for warehouses were the wharf-

side areas of ports (and more recently, near the aprons of airports), where break-bulk 

functions and distribution functions were executed. Thus historically in Durban many 

warehouses were at Maydon Wharf. The advent of containerisation however considerably 

diminished the need for such warehouses, and now typically freeway and transport facility 

access (including but not necessarily rail), as well as proximity to centres of final demand are 

most relevant to the warehousing and distribution function/s.  Warehousing is nowadays 

also sometimes doubling with the retail function, with the rising popularity of so-called 

“factory shops”. Newer formats for such premises are coming into increasing demand. 

Security, landscaping quality and visibility are, in the contemporary era, becoming two of the 

more important new determinants of factory and warehousing requirements (and value).  In 

the higher value, national or international manufacturer and/or distributor’s book, as a 

contribution to the total cost of operations, the price/rent of factories and warehouses is 

often quite small (typically less than 10% of total).  Yet, as a number of studies have shown, 

perceptions of exposure to crime are now the single largest determinant of the value of 

industrial and warehouse property, closely followed by “image value” and visibility to the 

passing public from highways.  

3.3.3 Light Manufacturing and Warehousing in Ethekwini: To turn away from concepts now 

and towards local facts, some indication of the relative proportion of economic activity in 

eThekwini as a whole that derives from manufacturing and warehousing and logistics can be 

gained from examining the sectorial distribution of employment in the metropolis.  An 

Ethekwini Municipality publication5 shows that manufacturing is the third largest employer 

behind trade and community services (mainly government). Together with transport 

(including warehousing) manufacturing accounts for over a quarter of all Ethekwini 

employment (Table 1). 

 

 

 

                                                           
5
 Ethekwini Municipality, Edge Fast Facts 2012. 
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TABLE 1 

 

Source: Ethekwini Municipality, Edge Fast Facts 2012,  

Moreover, unlike agriculture and mining (including quarrying) where employment has been 

very small, static or declining, the growth in numbers of those in manufacturing and 

transport in just one year can often equal the total numbers of all those employed in 

agriculture and mining in Ethekwini.  

3.3.4 Industrial and Warehousing Land Demand: Clearly the type and rate of growth 

reflected in table 1 generates industrial and warehousing land demand, much of this being 

claimed from declining economic sectors like agriculture. A question we pose here now is 

how much industrial/warehousing land is in demand, and of what type? 

An important point of departure here is a 2009 Van Coller and Redman study for the 

municipality, entitled Ethekwini Industrial Spatial Strategy6. This analysis yielded some 

outputs which are useful from the perspective of estimating types of industrial and 

warehousing demand at the site in question.   

Van Coller and Redman decomposed various industrial sub-sectors in Durban to get an 

estimate of different types of industrial land demand. They then translated their sub-

categories into projected land demand for each industrial type. The result is shown in table 2 

below. It is the last row of table 2 which is most important for present purposes.  

                                                           
6
 Available from the Department of Economic Development at Ethekwini Municipality. 
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Notice that Van Coller and Redman predicted the need for over 100 hectare (ha.) per annum 

take-up on aggregate for 2008-2012; and after that more than 150 ha. P.a. rising to 200 ha. 

p.a.. Even if one excluded those categories of manufacturing which could be thought of as 

close to ‘heavy’, it can be seen that the Rohill Business Estates’ 32 hectares would not take 

up as much as a year’s projected land demand.  

In figures we discuss later, however, we will indicate that these Van Coller and Redman 

estimates were likely over-estimates, dependent upon outmoded assumptions about FAR 

ratios (coverage of sites), and overly optimistic projections of rates of economic growth.  

TABLE 2: Projected Industrial land requirements in Durban given assumption on GGP 

growth derived pre-2009 

Manufacturing Sector  2008 

(Ha)  

2012 

(Ha)  

2016 

(Ha)  

2020 

(Ha)  

Automotive - Components  362  530  695  844  

Automotive - Vehicles  159  233  305  371  

Building Products  207  242  294  372  

Chemicals - Large  174  188  212  239  

Chemicals - Medium  509  573  670  815  

Chemicals - Small  192  225  273  345  

Food & Beverages  140  146  152  158  

Furniture & Bedding - Large  371  402  470  571  

Furniture & Bedding - Small  15  16  19  22  

Packaging & Paper Converting  145  170  206  260  

Plastics  307  332  360  389  

TCFL - Large  294  294  294  294  

TCFL - Medium  262  284  307  332  

TCFL - Small  100  117  137  160  

Other Manufacturing  275  298  348  440  

TOTAL HECTARES  3512  4050  4742  5612  

4 yr. Spatial Increases  0  538  692  870  

 

 

It should be borne in mind that the above estimates were calculated using pre-2009 

economic growth rates, whereas since then growth has slowed.  Moreover, Van Coller and 
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Redman generalised FARs from Durban as a whole, whilst older manufacturing areas had 

several stories with little yard space, which is much less true today.   

Using provincial statistics on building plans completed, we have calculated that if an FAR of 

0.5 was applied to the Van Coller and Redman base data (which FAR is what planning 

regulations now generally require), then the aggregate projected industrial land take-up p.a. 

would have been 32.2 hectares per annum.  

Having said this, however, some of the need to reduce the Van Coller and Redman land 

demand estimates is offset by the fact that they did not examine warehousing, for which 

land demand has been growing more rapidly than for industry. Notice from table 3 below 

that – viewed in the longer term – and in economic output terms, there has been a rapid 

growth in transport, storage and communications (including warehousing) in Ethekwini and 

relatively modest growth in manufacturing 

TABLE 3: eThekwini Sectorial GVA7 Real Growth, 1996-2011 

 1996-
2001 

2001-
2006 

2006-
2011 

15 year 
growth rate 

Transport, storage & 
communications 

5.1% 6.8% 4.0% 5.3% 

Financial & business 4.2% 7.2% 4.3% 5.2% 

Wholesale & retail trade 5.4% 5.1% 3.1% 4.5% 

Building construction & civil 
engineering 

4.6% 2.3% 6.7% 4.5% 

Manufacturing 3.3% 3.8% 1.3% 2.8% 

Community Services 0.8% 2.8% 3.3% 2.3% 

Agriculture, fishing & 
forestry 

0.0% 0.7% 3.3% 1.3% 

Electricity, water & gas 1.2% 2.9% -0.2% 1.3% 

Mining & quarrying -8.0% -8.2% -2.3% -6.2% 

Source: IHS Global Insight Regional eXplorer, Data version: July 2012 

Table 4 moreover reinforces the view that mining and quarrying in Durban is a contracting sector, 

and that agriculture is static, which are points that we will return to in later sections of this report 

concerning net economic impacts. 

 

 

                                                           
7
 GVA= grossvalue added and is used as an indicator of net economic expansion. 
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4. Likely Economic Impacts 

4.1 Points of departure 

The likely economic impacts can now be derived by comparing Rohill Business Estates’ basic physical 

dimensions, to those of similar developments for which economic outputs are known. The Rohill 

Business Estate proposals are for a new development platform area of 318 000 sq. m.,  

and a proposed FAR of 0.55, thus yielding a projected building area of 174 900 sq. m... 

Site preparation costs (costs of platforming, servicing etc.) are estimated at between R250 and R300 

Million. 

These figures can be used as a starting point for derived likely economic impacts. 

As will be recollected from sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this report, the core ‘economic output’ issues in 

assessing the likely socio-economic impacts of the future development of the site reduce themselves 

to jobs, and impacts upon public finances.  Apart from policy, there are also several localized reasons 

for saying this, including the objectively very high unemployment rate in the country and in the 

metro area8 as well as multiple demands upon the public purse (not least because of high levels of 

poverty).   

Thus, as was noted earlier in this report, the NDP, PGDP and the various Ethekwini IDP documents as 

posted over the years all give in their statements of development challenges, the first-mentioned 

challenge as (in one phrasing or another) : ‘High rates of unemployment and low economic growth’. 

This first-mentioned challenge has not dropped in its order on the Ethekwini IDP challenges list for 

over eight years, except that nowadays the unemployment part of the couplet is put before the 

growth part.  So jobs are increasingly the core ‘currency’ of development policy. 

Jobs, in turn, are likely to accrue as a result of the proposed development in two main forms: 

(i) Site preparation and construction related jobs, and 

(ii) Permanent jobs in the new premises, amongst which one needs to distinguish 

between those which are a likely result of relocations from elsewhere, versus 

those of business expansion facilitated by the opening of the new premises. 

In order to assess the likely magnitude of such jobs, reviews have been conducted of jobs typically 

deriving from construction in the province; as well as typical employee densities in premises 

                                                           
8
 Unemployment in Ethekwini in 2011 was given by StatsSA in its Report No. 03-01-53 as 416 000 people or 

just over 30% of the employable population. 
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elsewhere in metro Durban, as well as a review of recent large-sample surveys of employee densities 

in areas near to the proposed development. 

4.2 Construction jobs- likely order of magnitude 

The numbers of construction jobs that are likely in the proposed area will certainly be measured in 

terms of thousands, but the precise figure will depend upon still-to-be-finalised factors including 

land use mix, construction type, and capital intensity levels of construction methods, amongst 

others.  However, typically in urban development, for every R 1 million spent on building, in 2014 

terms about 9 temporary construction sector jobs (direct and indirect) are generated by super-

structural development. Thus a key consideration in arriving at any final estimate of construction 

jobs will depend upon estimates of likely CAPEX to be deployed on the site. Details of this tend to be 

market-dependent and contingent on end-user design, but approximations can be reasonably 

inferred from some basic site and use parameters.   

In regard to construction jobs: 

 Usually, the volumes of labour units employed in so-called ‘higher-tech’ construction 

(including for example shopping centres, factories or road construction) are lower 

per unit capital cost in a project, but the average wages paid per labour unit are also 

higher (because of the higher skilled nature of the employee component).  The 

reverse is true of lower technology construction, for example in housing 

construction or road construction in rural areas.  Net wage bills, therefore, as a 

percentage of total project costs do not vary very significantly from project to 

project, largely because the key differentiating factor of the number of labour units 

employed per unit capital is usually compensated for by differential wage rates. 

 A number of estimates derived from various national building industry sources also 

show slightly different labour-intensity and multiplier indicators by region etc.  

Direct jobs are calculated as follows: 

o 3 direct employees and 6 indirect per million CAPEX 

o average superstructure CAPEX per hectare of R20 million, and in this case 

site preparation CAPEX of R9 million per hectare9;  

Then for a 31.8 hectare development: 

                                                           
9
 The site preparation and local infrastructure figure is derived from the developer. 
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Construction jobs, direct and indirect would be: 9 X 29 X 31.8 =  8 300 jobs. However; 

 The unfolding of demand over time would mean that this would/could not all 

occur at once (phasing is not yet determined, but let us assume 3 years); so in 

realistic terms one is more likely to see about 2 767 new construction and 

construction related jobs sustained over time, with about one third of these (just 

under a thousand) directly on site, and two thirds generated especially in the 

local and KZN building supplies sector, but also the more general local retail 

economy (due to construction and related workers spending their wages etc.). 

 The figures cited above are, to repeat, necessarily order-of-magnitude in nature; but even so, in a 

metropolitan context the project would likely make a meaningful contribution to construction sector 

employment.  Indeed, the contribution would be about a four percent augmentation of 

metropolitan construction sector jobs10. 

4.3 Permanent jobs – orders of magnitude 

We can now develop initial estimates of the likely numbers of permanent jobs in the area based 

upon employee density figures, and some initial assumptions about land use mix and the total GLA 

(gross let-able area) that that is likely to be yielded through the development. 

We could initially assume that the new development would look fairly similar to the existing 

adjacent uses in Riverhorse Valley, which is a fairly complex mix, ranging from retail/wholesale, to 

mini-factories, larger factories and to storage facilities and warehouses (see Appendix A). However 

the developer has indicated an interest in focusing on ‘mainly light manufacturing and warehousing’, 

which focus is likely correct given the pattern of demand and site characteristics.   

Typically the developments of this type entail one or two floors (with high clearances in the former 

instance), and have FARs in the vicinity of between 0.5  and 0.6 for the entire site (i.e. gross area), 

although there are exceptions (both higher and lower) to this more general, or average appearance. 

Our understanding is that the proposed FAR for new developments is 0.55, yielding a floor area of   

174 900sq. m., which seems normal for the circumstances. 

 From a permanent jobs yield perspective the questions then become: (i) how many jobs will be 

yielded given likely land use mix and employee densities, and (ii) what proportion of these are likely 

to be new jobs in terms of them not being jobs relocated from elsewhere in the city? 

                                                           
10

 Compare 2767 to the 77442 jobs in table 1 here. 
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 There are a number of indicators of likely employee densities that could be offered: In 

respect of warehouse/factory combinations,  one  example is research on Moreland/Tongaat 

Hulett’s developments of a similar nature up to 2007,  where research done by this author 

indicated employee densities were at 200 jobs per factory/warehouse hectare gross area (or 

at an FAR of 0,6 one worker per 30 sq. m). However, in our own assessment this average 

would be fairly high (i.e. it would assume too many workers) for the type of factories and 

warehouses nowadays found at Riverhorse Valley (see discussion below) or likely to be 

found at Rohill.  

 Another set of indicators can possibly be derived from the author’s 2006/7 survey of a large 

sample of Umgeni Business Park firms.  Whilst there may have been some inaccuracies for 

individual cases in this study (derived from a combination of field inspection and telephone 

calls to managers), the number of cases was sufficiently large to provide a reliable sense of 

central tendencies within different sub-groups of uses in that area.  In essence these 

tendencies, aspects of which could also be applicable to Rohill, were: 

- Appliance/furniture commercial (e.g. then Dial a bed, Gran and Gramps, Furniture 

City, Mistry’s Pine, Beds for Africa) 72 sq. m. per employee 

- Motor trade – (e.g. Car mall) 80 sq. m./employee 

- Factories/warehouses – (e.g. then Duralite, Crown National, McPherson’s Furniture, 

Waltons) 75 sq. m./employee (but with a high standard deviation) 

As can be determined from these figures, employee densities are much lower than would be 

found in many industrial estates .  One of the reasons for this of course is the particular type 

of industrial/warehouse use that tends to gravitate to lower-rent premises on the periphery 

of estates like Umgeni Business Park. 

 Finally we can make inferences from the Ethekwini Municipality commissioned study of 

Riverhorse Valley (Appendix A). The industrial and warehouse area of Riverhorse Valley 

Business Estate is 123 hectares (with a similar FAR to the proposed Rohill’s), and there it was 

reported: 

“It was estimated that in excess of 17 000 people are employed in RHVBE. The 

permanent workforce is estimated to be 12 629 (of which 4 249 are new jobs) 

augmented by a contract workforce of 4 446 people (including employees of 

contractors and contract staff)”. 
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Using the gross figure of employment one arrives at employee densities of 40/ sq. m., which 

seems plausible given the findings reported immediately above. 

The general conclusion that then might be reached is that, given the similarities with Riverhorse 

Valley Business Estate, an average employee density of 1 employee per some 40 sq. m. seems most 

probable in the proposed development.  

Assuming, then, a GLA (gross let-able area) of 174 900 sq. m. we would predict that some 

[174900/40] =4373 jobs will materialize within the planned new development.  Whether this figure 

(as in Riverhorse) must be cut by more than 50% due to displacement effects and contract workers 

to translate it into ‘new permanent jobs’ is an open question; but if it were true, there would be 

some 2 000 new, permanent jobs.  Whilst this is only a relatively small proportion of total 

metropolitan jobs in manufacturing and transport/warehousing overall (not quite 1%), in the context 

of a labour-shedding economy, it is by no means insignificant. 

4.4 Public Revenues Gains  

In addition to the jobs, rates income in 2014 terms to the Council should be significant, and would 

likely be in the region of R24 million p.a11. Given that such rates typically (through the municipal 

accounts) cross-subsidise service delivery to poorer, residential communities, the social contribution 

of the proposed project is further enhanced.  

However, it also needs to be recognized that the new jobs, both in construction and permanent 

employment, generate new taxes for national treasury.  So does VAT on building materials, and 

taxes on building firms. 

In terms of employees,  some 4 600 new jobs in construction and in manufacturing and warehousing 

will tend to generate about R66 million p.a. in new taxes12; and VAT on building materials and taxes 

on building company profits a likely 13 R93 million in taxes during construction.   

To give some idea of the equivalence in welfare benefits, the former figure alone is sufficient to fund 

4 230 annual pensions.14 

                                                           
11

 Riverhorse Valley Business Estate’s rates contribution in 2012 was estimated at R83 million per annum. 

Assuming a 15% escalation to 2014, and that Rohill will be 25% of the Riverhrse size , we estimate rates 

generated to be R24 million p.a.. 
12

 We are assuming 4 600 new jobs ar an average of R72 000 p.a. taxes (including VAT on subsequent 

expenditure) at circa 20%. 
13

 The total building costs are derived from the R29 million per hectare figure referred to earlier, and R464 

million would be the building materials and management component, which we are assuming an average 20% 

tax on. 
14

 Calculated at R1300 per month.  
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5. Possible Economic Costs 

There are some possible economic costs associated with the development. 

The first amongst these is displacement of existing economic activity, which is shown below to be 

slight; and the second are externalities which could be moderately significant, but which are 

arguably so, based upon international evidence, especially if mitigation measures are adopted. 

5.1 Displacement effects 

From aerial photography of the site it is calculated that some two thirds of the site, or circa. 21 ha is 

or was recently cultivated for sugar cane.  This cane growing will be displaced by the development. 

Given the experience of growers in this area, however, it is likely that this cane would be in its late 

ratoon phases15 and that replanting is unlikely. However, we have necessarily assumed normal 

growing conditions (including replanting) for purposes of our calculations of the economic 

implications, and so our estimates of the possible negative consequences of the withdrawal of cane 

cultivation could be on the high side16. 

The per hectare use of labour in sugar cultivation and harvesting depends to some extent upon 

variations in local growing conditions – for example whether or not there is irrigation.  However in a 

study of the Maidstone Mill area in the late 1990s it was calculated by Phatisa Agri that the average 

agricultural job/s per hectare was 0,5.  If this measure was applied to the Rohill site, there could be a 

loss of 10.5 agricultural jobs through displacement of sugar cultivation. 

There was once quarrying in this area too, and this continues. However, employment in quarrying 

directly attributable to this site would only be a small fraction of a tiny Ethekwini industry, the net 

displacement effect also likely being in the vicinity of ten jobs (see discussion later of equivalent 

American figures).  

So on aggregate there could be twenty actual or possible jobs lost from displaced primary activities, 

which activities are in any case in decline in the metro area, as noted earlier. 

a. Externality effects 

Typically, in any urban development there will some neighbourhood effects that result in some re-

organisation of the pattern of so-called ‘externalities’ in the wider environs. (A positive externality is 

                                                           
15

 Cane is harvested several times after a planting, and ‘ratoons’ refer to how many cuts have been made.  
16

 The value of the sucrose declines with ratoons; plus labour utilised decreases (labour is highest during 

planting). 
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where some uncompensated benefit is conferred on neighbours as a result of land use changes 

nearby, and a negative externality occurs where there are uncompensated costs). Changing 

externalities are common in towns and cities, and the perception of them is often unique to 

individuals. Since it is the aggregate of such external costs and benefits that must necessarily 

concern planners, we will ultimately conclude on such aggregates here. 

There are of course already existing externalities, but we begin with examining those of the 

projected light industrial and warehouse use imposed upon neighbours. We will assume that the key 

issue here is nearest residential neighbours to the east and north east of the site, since to all other 

directions the use is congruent with that of neighbours.  

 

i. Evidence on negative externalities from industry and warehousing for 

residential: There has been little or no documented, rigorous evidence of a 

precise empirical nature on such effects in South Africa, so we need to draw 

from international studies.  Moreover, it must be noted in advance that 

there are references to research on the residential property value 

implications of such developments revealing that proper design and 

landscaping of adjacent light industrial developments can actually reflect as 

positively - or more so – as adjacent vacant land or non-natural vegetation, 

and we will refer to this later in discussion of mitigation measures.  

 

In the interim however we need to focus on the more controversial aspect of negative 

impacts. Research in Europe has shown that there are potentially significant negative 

impacts upon housing values close to industrial areas, when holding other value factors 

constant.  This is a cautionary starting point for analysis and policy, which we will qualify 

as we proceed with further evidence below. 

 

One of the most rigorous and widely cited studies to give rise to such caution has been 

done in Holland, where it was shown that, up to 1.5 km from an industrial site there can 

be between 10 and 20% reductions in adjacent residential property values.17  The 

multiple regression results from that particular study are attached as Appendix B here. It 

                                                           
17

 The Impact of Industrial Sites on Residential Property Values - A hedonic pricing analysis for the Netherlands 

by Friso de Vora and Henri L.F. de Groot, TI Discussion Paper,http://www.tinbergen.nl. 
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will be noted from this appendix that it is heavy industry which makes the most impact, 

and especially within 750 meters of such sites.   

 

However the same research study shows that beyond 1000 meters impacts are usually 

less than ten per cent, falling to almost nothing two kilometres away. Moreover, the 

data in Appendix B shows that social variables like ‘ethnic minorities’ (in the European 

context) have impacts about five times stronger than proximity to industry.  

 

In addition: Empirical research in the U.S.A. has shown that, holding constant for other 

factors, proximity to industrial areas has insignificant effects upon residential property 

values18. This is partly because much depends upon the quality of landscaping, 

vegetation, layout, architecture, screening, etc..  The variation between good and bad 

quality landscaping impacts alone on property prices for example can be as much as 

80%, whereas forest adjacency impacts are typically smaller19 

 

Further to this, other American and  European research shows that negative 

externalities associated with industry are actually very small for anything other than 

detached houses, and that land use diversity overall  has generally insignificant effects 

upon residential property  values. The table below for example is taken from recent 

research reported in a chapter entitled ‘The impact of mixed land use on residential 

property values’, in the book The Internal Structure of Cities - The Economics of 

Agglomeration, Amenities and Accessibility by Hans Koste.20 The dependent variable in 

table 4  is impacts on home prices, and the independent variables are proximity to 

different types of adjacent uses.  Koste comments that: ‘This suggests that households 

that prefer urban living (as most apartments are in dense urban areas) also prefer 

diverse neighbourhoods.’21 

 

                                                           
18

 See for example WA Fischel The Economics of Zoning Laws, JHU Press,  p235; however, other externalities, 

such as accessibility to green areas, have been shown to be important, and building lots that border forest preserves sell at 

premiums of 19% on price, ocean view 32%, and partial ocean view 10%. Non-natural enhancements also impact, such that 

landscaped curbs have been shown to increase value by 4.4% in Quebec City, and particularly attractive improvements in the 

immediate surroundings of a property add another 27% to value on average. Properties in neighborhoods with only poor 

quality landscaping on average experience a -51% impact on price (‘The price of aesthetic externalities, Appraisal Journal, 

January, 2006). 
19

 Ibid 
20

 Published by the Vrije Unversiteit van Amsterdam in 2013. 
21

 Koste as in note 18, p173. 
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Table 4 : AVERAGE SEMI-ELASTICITIES FOR DIFFERENT HOUSE TYPES 22  

 

The policy upshot of the abovementioned points are that: 

(i) Given that the Rohill site is within an IDP/SDF designated densification 

corridor, impacts upon policy-preferred forms of higher density housing 

here (apartments to semi-detached) should be neutral, whilst impacts upon 

lower density detached housing could be negative; and therefore 

(ii)  Urban designers in this type of project should make useof buffers, 

screening, topography, landscaping, etc. in order to ameliorate any 

undesired aesthetic consequences for detached housing adjacent; and, 

whilst such measures may not satisfy all individuals, research results suggest 

that such measures could, on aggregate, actually increase rather than 

decrease adjacent property values, suggesting a net surplus of positive over 

negative externalities if certain mitigation strategies are adopted. 

 

ii. Evidence on sugarcane farming and  quarrying externalities: We were unable 

to find research which quantifies the externality effects of sugar cane on 

residential properties, but there are several South African and international 

references to the need to separate such uses by 500 meters in order to 

mitigate the effects of chemicals, dust,  noise during ploughing and burning 

                                                           
22

 Source: Koste as in note 18, p173. 
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before harvesting, etc.23.  The lack of quantification of the value effects on 

residential properties for proximate sugar cane means that, whilst we know 

it is negative, we need to assume it is likely slight.  

However, we were able to find price-effect evidence on quarries. Although quarrying is a 

small t land use on part of the site, the point is that quarrying use was once and remains 

an influence upon externalities imposed upon residential areas nearby.  

 

Research shows that quarries have negative external effects on residential property 

which are actually somewhat greater than those for manufacturing in general.   The 

Centre for Spatial Economics and the WE Upjohn Institute for Employment Research in 

the USA have done research on this subject and on the economic benefits of quarrying24, 

and it was found here inter alia that:  

(i) Residential properties within a third of a mile of a quarry declined in value 

by 25%, dropping to 15% a mile away and 10% two miles away; and 

(ii) the employment benefits of quarrying are miniscule, in the order of less 

than ten jobs per quarry. 

Given all of the above, and given also that the nearest homes to the Rohill site are only a few meters 

from the sugar components of site but about a kilometer away from the quarry, we could infer that 

the likely net future magnitudes of property value decreases should be small25. Having said this, 

some properties near to what has been sugar cane could experience possible net negative 

externalities, so we need to consider mitigation measures pre- and post-mitigation below. 

 

6.    Mitigation Measures and Impacts Pre- and Post-Mitigation 

6.1 General Perspectives on Impacts and Mitigation 

                                                           
23

 See for example http://www.airqualitylekgotla.co.za/Presentations/2011/Day_2/Session_ 

2/Sugar%20cane%20Burning%20Policy%20in%20KwaZulu-Natal%20-%20Mthembu.pdf;  

www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/.../plng-guide-sep-ag.pdf; and http://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/dmdocuments/ 

SVK%20Sugarcane%20Report_Final%20Apr%202011.pdf. 
24

 Centre for Spatial Economics, The Potential Financial Impacts of the Proposed Rockfort Quarry 

February 26, 2009 (Schedule 'B' to Administration Department Chief Administrative Officer Report CAO-2009-

001 town of Caledon, California); and GE Erickcek, An Assessment of the Economic Impact of the Proposed 

Stoneco Gravel MineOperation on Richland Township, WE Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 2006. 
25

 Taking the 15% for quarry effects ‘a mile away’ from the 20% industrial effect immediately adjacent, one 

arrives at a 5% net nehative impact, assuming that adjacent sugar impacts are zero. Although the latter is 

unlikely, because there is also some uncertainty as to whether the residual Rohill quarry would have as much 

effect as those shown in US studies, we believe a 5% net negative effect is the most prudent estimate.    

http://www.airqualitylekgotla.co.za/Presentations/2011/Day_2/Session_
http://www.dsdip.qld.gov.au/.../plng-guide-sep-ag.pdf
http://www.unpei.org/sites/default/files/dmdocuments/
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The South African and international evidence of the impacts of this type of (non-heavy 

industry) estate is that the air, noise and other type impacts are likely to be very low (at 

least as low or lower than for sugar-cane farming), but that visual impacts can be 

significantly negative.  

The terms of reference for this particular specialist report did not include a visual impact 

study, but we would suggest that one is done. There are residential areas close to the 

proposed Rohill site, notably along Harrison Drive, Cranbury Grove and Bauhinia Drive. The 

topography and vegetation on these roads is quite complex, and seeing (and, during 

construction, hearing) what happens on the proposed Rohill Business Estate will depend 

upon where exactly one is.   

The nature of the proposed development is such that there could be negative external impacts for 

some adjacent homes, other than visual, occurring during the construction phase, and these aspects 

should also be addressed in other components of the EIA process.  

However, to re-iterate, the longer term external impacts of any economic significance are likely to be  

mainly visual, mitigation measures for which we will address shortly; and we need also to finally 

consider some potential  ‘on-site externalities’, which can be mitigated by planning and design. 

6.2 Externality Considerations  

a. - Mitigation of Visual Impacts on Offsite Property Values 

As has been referred to in section 4.2.1 above, the known measures for possible mitigation of any 

negative externality impacts offsite, include the quality of landscaping, vegetation, layout, 

architecture and screening.   

i. Costs prior to mitigation: A worst case scenario of the costs of negative 

impacts would be to take the difference between effects of (a) 1 to 2 km 

from a quarry from (b) 0- 1 km to light industry, which we calculate as some 

5% of value26, then apply this to all free-standing homes with views of the 

Rohill site27 within 1 km of the Rohill Business Estate boundary. Assuming an 

average home price of R1.8 million28 and the number of potentially affected 

                                                           
26

 20%-15% = 5% following indicators derived from  sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. See note 23 for fuller 

explanation. 
27

 Without a visual impact assessment we do not know this number., and make broad estimates below. 
28

 Estimated from Estate agent adverts for the area.  
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homes as 100029,  the aggregate negative external effect could be as high as 

R90 million.30 

ii. Benefits post mitigation: As pointed out in section 4.2.1, research shows 

that the effects of good landscaping alone can reduce negative externalities 

by as much as 80%, so we are assuming here that a combination of such 

measures and prudent use of topography in relation to layout, and 

screening where relevant, could reduce impacts to zero, hence effecting a 

local public savings of some R90 million. 

 

b. Possible Onsite Externalities 

Externalities apply not only to people offsite but also to future workers and lot owners on the 

Estate.  In particular, the consequences for employees and lot owners of good design and land 

usage mix should be incorporated into design to maximise the positive externalities and 

minimise the negative externalities for them. In their report on Riverhorse Valley Business Estate 

(Appendix A), Stratplan drew attention to the positive value added by the Lot Owners or 

Management Association; and they also commented on the omission in the original design there 

to cater to facilities for workers, it being almost impossible for example to find nearby lunch 

venues for people there.  It was said that: 

‘Access to facilities, specifically for staff, has been a key issue to be addressed highlighted in 

all previous assessments. …..Further attention should… be afforded towards planning for this 

component of the Estate. Considering the number of people employed in the development 

and the location of the development further retail development in the area may present an 

opportunity’. 

Whilst it is difficult to assign a monetary value to the public benefits derived from such thoughtful 

design, it is likely to have an annual value measured in millions. 

7. Conclusions and Aggregate Costs and Benefits 

The likely public economic benefits of the proposed Rohill Business Estate far outweigh any possible 

costs, and by many orders of magnitude. Moreover, the development is consistent with national, 

provincial and municipal planning policy.   

                                                           
29

 We are assuming a potentially affected area of 2 millon square meters, 50% with views of Rohill, and average 

site sizes of 1000 sq. m..  
30

 R1.8mX0.05X1000 = R90 million. 
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The most important benefits will be the over two thousand construction jobs during construction, 

and approximately two thousand new, permanent jobs after completion.  New national taxes 

derived during construction alone would – illustratively - equate to thousands of pensions; and the 

new rates income derived by the municipality would exceed any possible losses from a worst case 

on-site urban design scenario, and by a very considerable margin31. 

Having said this, the costs of good urban design, landscaping and screening are comparatively low, 

and could be at least partially recouped through enhanced sales prices. It is thus in almost 

everyone’s economic interest that the project goes ahead based upon good layout and design, 

assisted by a visual impact assessment. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
31

 The anticipated R24 million in new rates would be much greater than any hypothetically required downward 

adjustments in residential rates estimated at R1 million p.a.. (Assumption: 1000 homes at an average 5% 

discount on R20 000 p.a.). 
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APPENDIX A 

RIVER HORSE VALLEY BUSINESS ESTATE DRAFT 2: IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

STRATPLAN 

NOVEMBER 2012 

SUMMARY 

Based on the survey of 90 of a total of 173 companies and the collection of other relevan 

information the core findings of the study related to: 

INVESTMENT 

A total of R215.7 million, of which eThekwini made roughly a two-thirds contribution, was spent on 

establishing and servicing the Estate (this excludes top structure development). To place this in 

context this investment must be compared to public sector spending on the uShaka Marine World 

(R735 million), the Durban ICC (R900 million in the 1990s), the Moses Mabhida Stadium (R3.4 billion) 

and the King Shaka International Airport (R7.8 billion). In comparison the public sector investment in 

RHVBE has thus been relatively small. 

Capital investment: From calculations based on the 2012 eThekwini Municipality Valuation Roll of 

the RHVBE the market value of properties in the RHVBE was estimated at R3.2 billion. Through the 

survey further investment of R1.2 billion over the next five years could be confirmed. This is viewed 

as a conservative estimate of the actual capital investment as it is anticipated that market value for 

industrial properties will be well below the actual investment value. Again, to place this in context, 

the construction of 4 000 middle income houses (each valued at R800 000) will equate this 

investment value of R3.2billion. This capital investment of R3.2 billion should then also be 

considered in the context of the R3.4 billion Moses Mabhida Stadium and the R7.8 billion King Shaka 

International Airport. 

Municipal Rates Contribution: The rates contribution of properties in RHVBE is estimated to be 

R83 million per annum, or more than a third of the actual investment cost of R215.7 million. This will 

equate to the rates contribution of 6 000 homes valued at R1.5 million each, or 11 500 R800 000 

homes. 
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Employment: Based on the survey findings it was estimated that in excess of 17 000 people are 

employed in RHVBE. The permanent workforce is estimated to be 12 629 (of which 4 249 are new 

jobs) augmented by a contract workforce of 4 446 people (including employees of contractors and 

contract staff). Estimates from the early 2000’s placed employment in Isipingo / Prospecton at 21 

000 people, Springfield Park at 12 000 and Phoenix Industrial at 4 500. The Durban ICC is suggested 

to create 3 376 jobs directly related to the core activities of the Centre. Further to this, the majority 

of employees employed in RHVBE are drawn from the general area in which it is located, i.e. INK 

(32%) and Durban North (17%), with Reservoir Hills, Newlands and Avoca Hills making a combined 

12% contribution to employment. 

 

OTHER BASIC FACTS 

A number of key facts confirmed through the assessment are highlighted: 

ve in the RHVBE (52% or 90 

were interviewed for this assessment). With new developments this number is continually 

increasing. 

 

manufacturing sector related and 20% belonging to the transport, storage and 

communication sector. 

equipment and supplies (14% of companies), other retail trade in specialised goods (16%); 

and post and associated courier services (10%). 

 

international business concerns, however, there is a relatively high proportion of head 

offices (28%) or independent units (15%) also located within the Estate. 

 cent of companies interviewed indicated that their establishment in RHVBE 

were as a result of a relocation process, with a further 22% suggesting they were outgrowing 

their premises at the time of relocation, and 7% percent being newly established. 

can therefore be viewed as new or emerging companies. A further 32% of companies were 

established between 1991 and 2000, and 39% before 1990. 

 

businesses previously located in Springfield Park and 21% located in Durban North. 
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ng involved in 

export and import activities. 

From the above it is concluded that the RHVBE, within a short period of time, has established itself 

as an integral part of the economic fabric of the eThekwini Municipality. 

 

CONSIDERING THE IMPACT 

This current assessment and previous studies considered the impact of the RHVBE from a number of 

perspectives. Each of these perspectives are briefly reflected on below. 

Attracting / retaining major companies: The Estate, although not successful in facilitating 

new company formation, has succeeded in providing a number of major companies with an 

alternative location to consolidate and/or expand its eThekwini operations. Importantly, it 

also provided companies with an opportunity to improve operational efficiencies specifically 

from a logistics perspective and their corporate image. The move of companies from older 

industrial and business estates also established opportunities for the establishment and 

growth of new and existing businesses in those areas. The fact that industrial property 

vacancy rates in eThekwini has remained low in the recessionary climate suggests that the 

need for such properties has been substantial. 

Creating and retaining jobs: It was illustrated that the Estate offers in the region of 17 000 

employment opportunities, making it one of the major employment nodes in eThekwini. At 

least 4 200 (approximately 34%) of these jobs were new jobs created as a result of the 

establishment of the Estate. The employment created through the construction phase 

should also be considered in this regard and is discussed in substantial detail by McCarthy 

(2009). 

Boosting municipal rates: It is estimated that the Estate currently generates annual rates 

amounting to R83.5 million. This will increase as the development of sites in the Estate 

continues. 

Facilitating investment: The estimated combined market value of properties in the Estate, 

based on the 2012 eThekwini Valuation Roll, is currently set at R3.2 billion. Further 

investment in the Estate of R1.2 billion by various industries have been confirmed through 

the assessment. This suggests a gearing ratio of nearly 1:15 if the investment of the Joint 

Venture in terms of infrastructure is considered against this overall investment (land and 

management costs are excluded from this calculation). 
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Enhancing the urban environment: Through the planning and the various initiatives of the 

Association, former sugar cane fields are now being rehabilitated and integrated into the 

urban environment. Key contributions of the Estate in this regard then includes (1) the 

establishment of an aesthetically acceptable business park, including a number of state of 

the art facilities with architectural merit, (2) wetland rehabilitation and (3) a range of 

associated initiatives as reflected on in reports by the RHVBEMA. 

Enhancing urban infrastructure: The development of the Estate not only supports the 

densification strategies of eThekwini, but also facilitated the development of critical urban 

infrastructure, specifically the construction of Queen Nandi Drive and the access onto the N2 

both contributing to the restructuring of the colonial and apartheid urban landscape by 

providing improved linkages between residential and business townships. A contribution is 

also made to the more efficient utilisation of existing infrastructure. 

POSSIBLE NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF THE ESTATE 

The above, mostly positive impacts, should be considered against the possible negative impacts. To 

date the only potential negative impact that could be identified through this assessment is the 

impact of this development on neighbouring and other competing business estate developments 

brought about by the relocation of businesses to the newer River Horse Valley Business Estate. 

From the assessment it is evident that such relocations have taken place. However, in light of low 

industrial vacancy rates in eThekwini the impact of this on those areas are not viewed as substantial. 

Such relocations also potentially provide quality space for smaller and emerging businesses to grow 

into. This impact could be further investigated if high vacancies rates from neighbouring estates can 

be confirmed. 

ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED 

A number of issues identified through this and previous assessments should continue to be 

addressed through the ongoing activities of the Management Association. These include: 

may be a need to better understand the concerns of businesses in this regard. It is, however, 

noted that levels of reported crime is low and that levels of surveillance is higher than in 

most similar development areas. 
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lighted including congestion on 

roads, the lack of coordinated taxi transport and traffic management in general. Most of 

these issues are currently being addressed through various initiatives, but with the extent of 

development in the area, the strong logistics function and the public nature of Queen Nandi 

Drive specifically this aspect will always have to be managed. 

 

addressed highlighted in all previous assessments. To some extent this will be addressed 

with the development of two sites by Engen, who will be providing convenience and fast 

food outlets, which is currently in planning. Further attention should, however, be afforded 

towards planning for this component of the Estate. Considering the number of people 

employed in the development and the location of the development further retail 

development in the area may present an opportunity. 

 

social responsibility programmes on neighbouring communities are limited. Based on the 

responses of companies it is suggested that the potential for a coordinated social 

responsibility programme managed by the Association should be considered. 

CONCLUSION 

The assessment has confirmed the significant positive impact of the River Horse Valley Business 

Estate on investment, job creation, rates generation and urban development. It is suggested that 

other investment in strategic infrastructure made by the eThekwini Municipality should also be 

evaluated in terms of the identified criteria and that a comprehensive understanding be developed 

on what strategies will best support the efforts of national government to create 11 million jobs by 

2030. The criteria applied in the case of the River Horse Valley Business Impact Assessment can also 

be applied in assessing other investments in eThekwini. This will assist decision-makers in comparing 

various investment options. 

The criteria to be considered must include the contribution of a development / investment towards: 
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APPENDIX B 

DUTCH INDICATORS OF IMPACTS OF INDUSTRY ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY PRICES 

‘Estimation results of the hedonic price function for the Randstad and Noord-Brabant in 2005 

using a piecewise specification of distance’ 

Variable/ Coefficient/ t-statistic 

Constant 9.649*** (260.4) 

Structural characteristics (Sk) 

Ln Floor area (m2) 0.391*** (29.1) 

Ln Volume (m3) 0.407*** (29.4) 

Free-standing 0.275*** (46.0) 

Semi-detached 0.128*** (27.4) 

Terraced –0.022*** (–7.0) 

Year of construction (<1906) –0.008* (–1.7) 

Year of construction (1906-1930) –0.086*** (–24.2) 

Year of construction (1931-1944) –0.126*** (–32.1) 

Year of construction (1945-1959) –0.157*** (–42.9) 

Year of construction (1960-1970) –0.175*** (–71.6) 

Year of construction (1971-1980) –0.155*** (–65.8) 

Year of construction (1981-1990) –0.099*** (–41.7) 

Central heating 0.081*** (21.9) 

Garage 0.094*** (36.0) 
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Garden –0.000 (–0.0) 

 

Neighbourhood characteristics (Nl) 

Ethnical minorities (fraction population) –0.644*** (65.3) 

Ln Population-density (inhabitants per km2) –0.021*** (–16.2) 

Ln Distance to 100,000 jobs (in metres) –0.096*** (–51.4) 

Ln Distance to highway exit (in metres) –0.019*** (–12.7) 

Ln Distance to railway station (in metres) –0.012*** (–13.0) 

Noord-Brabant regional dummy –0.137*** (–72.9) 

Industrial site characterises (Im) 

Ln Gross area of nearest industrial site –0.012*** (–19.1) 

Heavy industrial site dummy 0.117*** (30.6) 

Distance (Dn) 

0-250 –0.149*** (–21.4) 

250-500 –0.139*** (–20.1) 

500-750 –0.122*** (–17.5) 

750-1000 –0.109*** (–15.5) 

1000-1250 –0.103*** (–14.2) 

1250-1500 –0.087*** (–11.5) 

1500-1750 –0.051*** (–6.3) 

1750-2000 –0.034*** (–3.9) 

2000-2250 –0.004 (–0.4) 

Adjusted R2 0.774 
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Number of observations 70,684 

Notes: The equations also contains month of sale (full estimation results are available upon request); 

White tvalues 

are given in parentheses;*** Significant at the 1% level;* Significant at the 10% level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


